Two new products from CEDARLANE

FOR SENSITIVE SRBC PLAQUE ASSAYS

HEMO-LO GUINEA PIG COMPLEMENT

- Low background hemolysis . . . pre-absorbed with sheep erythrocytes
- High complement activity
- Lyophilized to insure long shelf life

Cedarlane HEMO-LO Guinea Pig Complement is designed specifically for antibody forming cell plaque assays utilizing free or antigen-coupled SRBC as indicator cells. Background hemolytic activity is removed by absorption with sheep erythrocytes. Each batch is thoroughly tested for high complement activity and low background hemolysis.

PRESENTATION: 5 x 5 ml, lyophilized
PRICE: $60.00

LYMPHOLYTE-M

FOR THE ISOLATION OF VIABLE MOUSE LYMPHOCYTES

- Cell separation medium designed for the isolation of viable MOUSE lymphocytes
- Provides HIGH RECOVERY of lymphocytes from all mouse lymphoid tissues
- Removes RED CELLS and DEAD CELLS from mouse lymphoid cell suspensions
- Particularly useful for:
  - Isolation of mouse spleen lymphocytes
  - Removal of dead cells in sequential cytotoxicity techniques

PRESENTATION: 5 x 30 ml, sterile
PRICE: $50.00

These products are for laboratory research only and are not for human drug or diagnostic use.

Direct orders or inquiries to:

UNITED STATES:
ACCURATE CHEMICAL & SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
28 TEC STREET, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801
Telephone (516) 433-4900

CANADA and overseas:
CEDARLANE LABORATORIES LIMITED
493A WELLINGTON ROAD SOUTH
LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA N6C 4R3
Telephone (519) 686-0415
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